From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Sönnungr sonnungr@icloud.com
Fwd: [Fwd: FW: [Fwd: FW: [Fwd: Your letter]]]
February 18, 2015 at 10:54
BHutchinson@Nationalpost.com

Begin forwarded message:
From: Sönnungr <sonnungr@icloud.com>
Subject: Re: [Fwd: FW: [Fwd: FW: [Fwd: Your letter]]]
Date: February 18, 2015 at 10:52:32 PST
To: Dispatch <dispatch@amaruk.com>
Mr. Hutchison:
You have been harassing me, and other staff, for now months. You called former staff members at their place of employment, in different
countries, threatening them if they refused to talk to you (stating it “would be in their best interest to talk to you”). You sent numerous emails
to different addresses with incessant insults and questions, although you were told, repeatedly, that no statement would be made.
Now, you are even messaging me relentlessly, in the middle of the night, despite me blocking your email address and asking you to no
longer contact me. You have also continued to email my former employer, despite their request that you stopped doing so.
Every time, the level of belligerence increases, and the grammatical style of some of your statements is now consistent with death threats
we have received through anonymous emails. I even now have concerns with respect to your state of mind and psychological stability. A
professional journalist just doesn't harass people with personal rants in the middle of the night, or is so blind to factual information.
Your attempt to backtrack on your statements with respect to the CBSA disclosing information about me to you are duly noted. An action,
however, has already been ﬁled in Canada. Another action will also be ﬁled in the EEA. If the agency has indeed disclosed information, the
consequences will be dire and I would expect that some people’s careers may be affected. If the agency hasn’t, then it will mean you have
lied once again, which will certainly further undermine your credibility with the public.
Lastly, now that there is the prospect of a federal agency illegally releasing sensitive information at the secret security level, affecting in the
process several individuals, involving several countries, and even undermining the Canadian criminal judicial system, we have no choice but
to stop the disclosure for security reasons of any information whatsoever to any Canadian government agency, including the BC HRT. Your
harassment, unprofessionalism, and lack of ethics, journalist or otherwise, has now deprived Paquette of any possible resolution in her
claim. Well done.
In closing, I have no choice at this point but to notify law enforcement agencies, and I ask you, once again, to stop harassing me, any
people with Amaruk, or any people directly or indirectly involved with me, Amaruk, or any related company.
Govern yourself accordingly.
Christopher Fragassi-Bjørnsen

On Feb 18, 2015, at 10:17, Dispatch <dispatch@amaruk.com> wrote:
---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: FW: [Fwd: FW: [Fwd: Your letter]]
From: "Hutchinson, Brian (National Post)" <BHutchinson@Nationalpost.com>
Date: Wed, February 18, 2015 12:08 pm
To:
"dispatch@amaruk.com" <dispatch@amaruk.com>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Christophe Fragassi-Bjornsen Fragassi SÃ¶nnungr
An unnamed Aramak ofﬁcial tells me in a style and tone identical to your
own that you are no longer associated with the company. Which is another
tough one to swallow, as ever, considering your representations from
yesterday. It will be interesting to see how that plays out at the BCHRT,
where full disclosure is required.
In any case, I will respect his (your) request to end our correspondence
now, via dispatch@amaruk.com, noting, of course, that you have received my
previous emails sent to that address and have chosen to reply via another
email address, for obfuscation purposes, I gather.
But I wanted to give you a heads up on the CBSA. You have no evidence of
slander because there isn't any You have no evidence that any of your

slander, because there isn t any. You have no evidence that any of your
former colleagues have breached any employment-related privacy
requirements. They have not. You might spare yourself more heartaches and
the patience of all ofﬁcers of the court, but by all means, proceed as
you wish.
Thank you again for your very helpful letter that arrived yesterday.
Regards,
Brian
Brian Hutchinson
National Post
Vancouver bureau
604-742-8882
________________________________________
From: SÃ¶nnungr [sonnungr@icloud.com]
Sent: Wednesday, February 18, 2015 12:58 AM
To: Hutchinson, Brian (National Post)
Subject: Re: [Fwd: FW: [Fwd: Your letter]]
Mr. Hutchison!
What a delightful surprise to read you again! Shouldnât you be
fornicating with your wife, or who knows what else, at such a late hour?
Now, with all your sources, you couldnât get my actual name right. It
must be quite frustrating! Why donât you ask your buddies at CBSA to
enlighten you? And do you honestly believe that some trash talk have
changed facts about what I am, or what I do? Seriously? And you call
talking to a crack-addict, while carefully avoiding all the documentation
that are part of public and government records that donât suit you, as
investigating? Do you actually believe people care about what you write?
Or remember it for that matter? I guess I should be honored that a
ânationalâpaper wasted paper alleging that I had multiple identities,
a male partner, and lived in a basement. Deﬁnitely newsworthy.
Mr. Hutchison, one only needs to read a few of your articles or positions
to understand what you are all about. I would also point out that no
non-Christian outlet has run any similar story, and reputable media
carefully stayed away from the whole thing. Even the French version of CBC
threaded far more carefully.
Interestingly, I was wondering the same thing about your own childhood.
What possibly happened that made you lose all the fundamental and
traditional traits of a man? What fucked you up so much that you cannot
even think straight, now accusing me, again, of âcopying and pastingâ
my own photos?
So many question, so few answers indeed. How frustrating for you must it
be that, no matter what you do, no matter what you say, no matter what
threats you make to people who know me, you are not getting any
information!
After all you wrote in these personal emails, you had to bring some
political correctness into the whole thing, by condemning my use of the
word retard? Mr. Hutchison, I thought that, at the very least, you had a
pair!
Now, youâre bragging about CBSA essentially disclosing personal
information to you about me? Opinions involving âamusementâand
âreliefâought to involve personal information, or disclosure of
otherwise protected personal information. Is that really wise? Shouldnât
you have thought the whole thing through and not let your emotions take
over before making such statement? Because although I found your
communications up to that point quite entertaining, and I am all in favor
of freedom of the press, I am far less understanding when it comes to the
Canadian government.
Well, do pass my regards to my CBSA former âcolleagues". Do it quickly
though. Something tells me that once I have ﬁled legal action against

t oug So et g te s e t at o ce a e ed ega act o aga st
CBSA for breaching my privacy (which led to slander), chances are, not
many people within the agency will ever talk to you again, or to the
National Post for that matter.
You have just jeopardized your newspaper relationship with a federal
agency, and you have initiated an action that is going to waste a lot of
taxpayer resources. Maybe it would be best if you stop communicating with
me. Or put more bluntly, if you get a life.
Warmest regards,

On Feb 18, 2015, at 00:12, Dispatch <dispatch@amaruk.com> wrote:
Mais c'est un malade ce mec !
---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: FW: [Fwd: Your letter]
From: "Hutchinson, Brian (National Post)" <BHutchinson@Nationalpost.com>
Date: Wed, February 18, 2015 1:40 am
To:
"dispatch@amaruk.com" <dispatch@amaruk.com>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Christophe Fragassi-Bjornsen Fragassi (do I have that right?),
Wax sealed envelopes, coats of arms, and now "retards." It's all very 19th
century!
I'm sure the faux-riche accoutrements, myriad identities, Nordic
pretentions, cut-and-paste photos (there's some rich irony, eh?) and
anachronistic vernacular of an itinerant basement dweller impress the
gullible pikers of whom there are...well, let's be honest (it's in the
dictionary), you haven't fooled anyone for very long, have you?
Genuinely curious, what's with your haunted obsession with Christianity,
and the predilection for assigning Christian beliefs to anyone who takes
the time to investigate and expose your peculiar fantasies? I could hazard
a guess, but perhaps you did have a wonderful childhood, after all.
So many questions. So few answers.
Please keep up the good work; your unfortunate "retard" and sexist
comments aside, you have a real knack for comedy! Come to think of it, you
might have a future as an accidental comedian, should all that other stuff
ﬁnally ﬂame out. But we're all sure there's some furtive life left in
Amaruk etc.
Last thing, if you don't mind, I'll pass along your regards to your former
and still rather amused (and relieved) colleagues at the CBSA. Once again,
I ask you to do likewise with all your many hard working employees back in
Norway and elsewhere, none of whom, sadly, seem extant. Must be such a
chore to keep track of so many identities.
Glad to see you have taken today's light-hearted correspondence in the
spirit intended.
Always a pleasure,
Brian
________________________________________
From: SÃ¶nnungr [sonnungr@icloud.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2015 10:13 PM
To: Hutchinson, Brian (National Post)
Subject: Re: [Fwd: Your letter]
Dear Mr. Hutchison:
Thank you for your kind letter.
I am rather surprised you found mine extravagant. Certainly, when your

trailer trash-style familiarity have you call me by my ﬁrst name,
anything in contrast must appear, well, extravagant indeed.
I would not dignify what you wrote with a response. Besides, it isnÂt like
you had no idea most of what you published wasnÂt factual. LetÂs also
remember that the other ÂmediaÂyou are referring to are some small town
reporter from a bankrupt public broadcaster that has become an
embarrassment to Canada, and tabloids, typically only read by retards and
Christian extremists (with the terms being interchangeable). Yes, only
people who think the world is 6,000 years old could possibly believe the
crap these publish!
Thank you so much for your concerns about what you call my inexplicable
absence. I trust my letter shed light on the situation, and now explains
why my representation was no longer required. At the risk of disappointing
you, IÂm afraid I wouldnÂt have made the trip myself anyway. I am also
sorry to hear I have experienced new difﬁculties and changed residence
(yet again?). I wasnÂt aware of it. Maybe you should contact one of your
ÂanonymousÂsources again to get an update! As long as youÂve got crack,
he will tell you whatever you want to hear. Ask him about the new species
he spotted over his house (built with proceeds of crime): the strawberry
falcon. I really think itÂs a great story for you. Plus, it must be
exhausting to pursue crusades against heretics in a Province where the
vast majority of the population doesnÂt share your views!
As for the Amaruk new web site, I am delighted you personally particularly
enjoyed that photo. I thought it would call on some dark repressed sexual
secrets, so common among devout Christians. Plus, with a little more hard
work, and by trashing a few thousand more people, who knows, one day you
may be able to afford a stay on that property! HereÂs a few more pictures,
so itÂs something to look forward to! Sorry if 3 of these photos are of a
basement! But as we know, I really fancy basements!
Thank you so much for your good wishes! Christian freaks harassing
Heathens always tend to bring more business! I wish you the best as well,
and please, do have a little fun while youÂre on this earth. For some
reasons, I do in fact tend to think that your actions as such a good
Christian are far more likely to get you eternal damnation in hell than a
trip to heaven!
Warmest regards,
C
[cid:A605D7C0-BC07-479A-939F-3309B1448BB7]
[cid:E873E490-AEEE-4D7E-A8BA-1DE9D5B08462][cid:9A78187A-60BA-474B-B353-BAABE89AF22C]

[cid:EE145B7D-E12C-4E91-BC54-FB273911CD63][cid:3897323E-689C-4404-9F8D-9EAF974B2077][cid:B3E6822E-4AD4-4B96B60F-C10FEE383788]

On Feb 17, 2015, at 20:22, Dispatch
<dispatch@amaruk.com<mailto:dispatch@amaruk.com>> wrote:
---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: Your letter
From: "Hutchinson, Brian (National Post)"
<BHutchinson@Nationalpost.com<mailto:BHutchinson@Nationalpost.com>>
Date: Tue, February 17, 2015 6:51 pm
To:
"dispatch@amaruk.com<mailto:dispatch@amaruk.com>"
<dispatch@amaruk.com<mailto:dispatch@amaruk.com>>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Christopher,
Thank you for the extravagantly prepared letter, which I received today.

(In future, should you wish to address what you feel are inaccuracies,
"sensational and false reporting" and ethical lapses in the National Post,
the CBC and any other media, please bring them to the attention of the
writer and editors. Be speciﬁc. Try to avoid being pedantic.)
We were all disappointed not to have seen you at the settlement conference
on Thursday, which of course you initiated. We were especially concerned
at your inexplicable absence. We now understand that you've been
experiencing still more difﬁculties and have been forced to change
residences, yet again. It must be a terrible inconvenience for you.
On a more positive note, your new website design with the nude male models
is very impressive; we're sure it will attract the type of clientele,
employees and/or others whom you seek.
Best of luck on future adventures, to you and your many Norwegian staff
members, associates, clients etc etc etc
Regards,
Brian
Brian Hutchinson
National Post
Vancouver bureau
604-742-8882
Brian Hutchinson
National Post
Vancouver bureau
604-742-8882
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